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After five times pradakshina, everyone gathered around the dhuni. 
Swami joined his students and began talking.  

 

Swami: …five thousand miles? Kilometers?  

Student:  I don’t know.  

Swami:  Eight thousand eight hundred, ninety-one. You can be a 
small brick. You can be in future, coming generations… okay, your 
generation is ending, next generation, then after next generation, next 
generation, next generation… Many people saw the palm leaf books. 
That’s not your Swami has written it. On the days they’ve written it, 
the yantras, the mantras what the real fragrance is hidden in it.  

So, asking the questions is also a talent. Asking a? question is a talent. 
I don’t think so I can come each time to London like this, no way. I’m 
sorry. Almost all three and a half, four years I didn’t visit America. 
Many times they organized. I kept cancelling it. Keep? cancelling. 
Patience. Let them wait - wait, wait, wait, wait. It’s not the money, it’s 
not the name and fame. At least a few students if they got succeed 
can go.  

Always don’t be stuck in your simple problems. These are all gone, 
burning. It’s a burning. Once, whatever I chanted that, if you can 
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translate that in English, everything I told it, each layer of your 
problems, like an onion, layer-by-layer I dissected it. Layer-by-layer I 
dissected it. So from your generations, coming generations I made the 
circles, nine generations from now you free, no more any kind of 
negative forces can disturb your souls, their souls, your children 
souls. No, it’s over.  

Students:  Thank you.  

Swami:  No, it’s my pleasure. No thanks; it’s my pleasure. So, tonight 
try to be… don’t discuss with anybody… think some questions. 
Tomorrow we will go. Okay?  

Like Tatyana, what made her to stay in India? Maybe she got upset in 
her life? Maybe she is addicted with some drugs, under some 
treatment? Maybe she’s super interested in spirituality? Maybe she 
found a boyfriend in India? I’m sorry Tobias! No, something. What? 
To her, to that age to made her to come to India and stay there. It is 
not a joke. Like hundreds of people, they’ve seen something. It made 
them to study there. What they’ve seen it? What you’re not seeing it? 
If you want to see it, what you need to be open? Clear? So, these 
types of questions need to come out.  

When I travel entire world, especially in India, all types of Swamis, 
Babas, Aghoras, Avadhuts, different entire in India many, many 
different spiritual masters. Finally I came with one great conclusion. 
After reading the ancient palm leaves it tells a lot of things. So, have a 
nice time and beautiful sleep. Tomorrow, what time will you be 
ready, guys? I thought maybe tonight you’re giving a party to me.  

Students:  Sure, we can! Yes!  

Swami:  Lucia? 

Lucia:  Anytime.  

Swami:  What is the best wine to London? 

Lucia:  I think Simone knows better than me.  

Swami: What? I gave you one time wine isn’t it? 

Lucia: Yeah, you did.  

Swami: Have you ever tasted that? 
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Lucia:  Never in my life like that.  

Swami:  What wine that is? 

Lucia:  It was a supernatural wine.  

Swami:  What do you mean? 

Lucia:  Well, it was made from water.  

Swami:  It was made? 

Lucia:  We did a process with you Swami. At first it was water and 
then it turned into wine, and that wine was very special.  

Swami: Maybe you can give good wine to me tomorrow before I 
leave!  Goodnight.  Good luck.  

Students: Thank you! 

 

End of Talk 

 

 


